CASE STUDY

Channel BBC one/Happy Graphics

TOGETHER AT HOME
Happy Graphics provided the live graphics for the BBC One show ‘Together At Home’. Social Distancing meant the production team was spread over three production galleries. The Graphics operator was in a Studio Gallery on their own and the Chyron-Hego graphics system was in a CAR (Central Apparatus Room).

Channel: BBC One  
Production Company: TwoFour  
Studios: BBC Studioworks  
Graphics System: ChyronHego HX Server
To allow the Graphics operator and system to be in separate parts of the Studios, kvm-tec Smartline SVX1 KVM’s were used. These are the best KVMs for ChyronHego graphics systems to allow operators to view the HDMI canvas outputs and add new content via the USB memory sticks. The BBC Studioworks engineers were very happy with the painless rig and set-up of this remote working arrangement. Receiving the KVM status window as soon as the network cable is connected gives engineers and operators instant data to know that connection is working perfectly.
Jeremy Tidy - Owner at Happy Graphics about Smartline;

Often OB Companies and Studios have problems with setting up KVMs that work properly with Graphics systems. Kvm-tech Smartline devices and ChyronHego graphics systems work really well together.